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FAQs about studying at SPTI
Whilst the content of “Frequently Asked Questions about studying at the Sherwood Psychotherapy Training Institute” is accurate
at the time of going to press, we endeavour to maintain the highest standards of teaching and practice and in order to continue
to do so, sometimes we need to make changes with or without notice that may cause variance to the enclosed information.

Why choose SPTI: The Sherwood Psychotherapy Training Institute?
We are a well-established educational facility specialising in the professional training of counsellors,
psychotherapists and supervisors. Founded in 1987, and celebrating over 30 years of specialist
counselling training, we were amongst the first organisations to offer academic qualification and
professional registration or accreditation of this kind. We are situated near Nottingham Castle (of Robin
Hood fame) in the heart of the City of Nottingham, a highly popular, cosmopolitan centre for social and
cultural activity, surrounded by the superb countryside of the Peak District National Park. Being right in
the centre of England, with good access to major road, rail and air networks, we are easily accessible from
all parts of the UK.
We have two training buildings and our facilities include three large training rooms; several smaller training
rooms; a library; a resources room with journals, collected articles, dissertations from previous students
and photocopying facilities as well as computers. Both buildings also have communal areas for students
to meet, with fresh filtered water and hot drinks-making facilities.

We are one of the largest psychotherapy and counselling training organisations in the UK, with around
200 students per year. We’re still small enough to retain a personal, caring atmosphere in which students
and staff are familiar figures to each other. Yet we have the advantages of being a successful organisation
with courses which have been validated with major UK universities since 1995, accreditation and
registration with major professional psychotherapy and counselling bodies in the UK and extensive
connections with the wider field of psychotherapy and counselling. This means we retain a national and
international reputation, which helps our graduates to enhance their professional standing.
We attract a diverse range of students from across the UK who bring a wealth and diversity of experience
to the training programmes.
Graduates from our courses have used their training in a vast number of public and private sector areas
related to counselling and psychotherapy, have written books and articles, have founded their own
business or initiated courses, have brought increased awareness to the upbringing of their children, or
have used their learning to enhance the lives of themselves, their loved ones and their communities.
We base all our programmes on well-researched methods of counselling and psychotherapy, which are
continuously evolving in response to the latest research.
What are the main components of undergraduate and postgraduate trainings?
We believe that effective training takes place in an environment that is both supportive and challenging.
Each of the programmes has been designed to meet the requirements of relevant professional bodies by
providing comprehensive theoretical and practical exposure to contemporary views of psychotherapy /
counselling, addressing explicit learning aims. Each of our programmes aims to facilitate excellence in
clinical and research practice through extending knowledge and developing skills. Each programme can
lead to both academic qualification and professional registration.
We take a holistic approach to training by incorporating academic, clinical and personal development.
What are you required to do?
Training requirements reflect each of the above-mentioned components and include:
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FAQs about studying at SPTI
1. 100% workshop attendance:
2. Academic assessments such as individual & group presentations and written work (e.g. Essays;
presentation reports; process reports; case studies; research projects; portfolio of personal &
professional development)
3. Parallel Clinical Obligations:
o Personal therapy: see relevant course materials for further details
o Supervision: see relevant course materials for further details. Students are expected to
begin supervision in preparation for clinical work after completion of the first year of training.
The amount and frequency of supervision required depends on the programme
requirements and number of client hours being undertaken; this is calculated on a ratio
basis.
o Placement: Students who are considered ready to commence work with clients will be
encouraged to find a placement after the first year of training. 450 hours are required for
UKCP registration/BACP accreditation
▪ Mental Health Component: Postgraduate Students are expected to attend a fiveday workshop together with a five-day observational placement.
Please note: Students are responsible for any costs associated with Clinical Obligations; these are not
included within tuition fees.

What support is available for students with disabilities?
We welcome applications from all students and work with relevant outside agencies to enable students
with disabilities to fully participate in training. Students with a range of disabilities have successfully
undertaken courses with us. Our training premises are in listed buildings and so not all training rooms are
on the ground floor. However, we do have a ground floor training room with good access and ground floor,
wheelchair accessible toilet facilities and we timetable rooms carefully to ensure that mobility needs are
addressed. Our training rooms are equipped with hearing loops. We also address individual requirements
with students prior to training commencing and make necessary and reasonable adjustments wherever
possible. Whilst we do ask students to give information about their needs to ensure the appropriate advice
and support during training, our commitment is that this information will not affect the admission process
and to ensure no discrimination occurs during admission and subsequent training.

Are there library and journal facilities?
We have comprehensive library and resource room facilities carrying copies of major texts recommended
for the courses plus a number of older texts that may now be out of print. We subscribe to the major
journals and these are available for reference. Photocopying facilities are available. Registered students
also benefit from online Moodle access; this is an electronic resource which enables easy access to
relevant course materials and allows students to remain in contact with peers and Tutors via its forum
facilities.
How will I get to SPTI?
We are just round from the corner from Nottingham Castle in Nottingham city centre (NG1 6FW)
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SPTI

Nottingham
Castle 

 SPTI
SPTI is well served by the M1 and is just a few miles from junctions 24, 25 and 26.

We are also just a short walk from Nottingham main line trains, tram stops and bus stations; a city centre
map is available on Google or by request to Admissions.
If you are coming by air you will land at Nottingham East Midland Airport. The A453 takes you out of the
airport and across the M1 motorway at junction 24. Continue onto the city centre from there.
What is your style of teaching?
Each programme adopts various learning methods consistent with the philosophy and principles of the
specific psychotherapy approach, appropriately tailored to the training context and the specific learning
outcomes for each module.
Students are expected to collaborate in active learning methods. These include group process; small and
large group discussions; presentations by students; and participation in and reflection upon psychotherapy
practice. Tutors will facilitate the learning group, (a process that includes formal and informal teaching),
facilitate structured exercises in small and large groups, use a variety of media including DVD/video
material and will provide relevant learning resources.
Students are expected to actively participate in personal therapy and, from year two, in clinical supervision
and in clinical placements.
The teaching/learning strategies involve:
•

On-going exploration of students’ patterns of relating as revealed in the here and now with
other students and the staff team.

•

Recognition of difference between awareness of content and awareness of process.

•

Willingness to examine relevant theoretical concepts and to consider the relationship between
theory and practice.

•

Developing awareness through phenomenological focusing exercises and dialogue.

•

Willingness to be challenged and take responsibility for one's own oppressive attitudes and
behaviour.

•

Willingness to examine a range of possible sources of oppression - family, sexual, social,
political, religious.

•

Willingness to engage in and be open to experiential learning.

•

Developing self-awareness and self-reflexivity.

The strategy adopted for each module will reflect the overall aim of providing a specialised integrated
education including personal development, theory, clinical supervision and clinical practice.
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Are the courses full-time or part-time? How long will the training take?
The following outlines the basic structure of each of our courses.

Course

Length of course

Level 2 Award in
Counselling Concepts
(30-hour course) (awarded

30 hours consisting of the following options:
Evening: Ten x 3 hour evening sessions 6pm-9pm
Fast-Track: Five x 6 hour sessions - Fast-track: 9.30am-4.30pm

by Skills & Education Group)

Foundation Access
Course (SPTI certificate)

•

12 training sessions spread over four to six months consisting of:
Twelve x 1-day* training sessions (approx. 9.30-4pm) (*weekdays)

BSc (Hons) Counselling
& Psychotherapy

•

Three years structured on a modular basis. Each academic year
consists of approx.: One 2 day workshop (year 1 only), three 3-day
workshops (Friday-Sunday) and four 4-day workshop (ThursdaySunday).
There are an additional 3 study days* required in the final year.
Clinical Obligations (i.e. personal therapy; supervision; clinical
placement) and independent study take place outside workshops

Full time (attendance is
part-time)
(BACP accredited)
(Validated by Staffordshire
University)

MSc Person-Centred &
Experiential
Psychotherapy
Part time
(UKCP accredited)
(Years 2, 3 & 4 Validated by
Staffordshire University)

•
•

This Programme is studied over a four-year period on a modular basis
with workshops taking place every four to six weeks.
• Years 1 (preparatory stage), 2 & 3 comprise 24 training days in
total per academic year
Comprising seven workshops: four 3-day (Friday – Sunday) and
three 4-day (Thursday – Sunday)
• Year 4 comprises 15 training days:
-Six single study days (Wednesday)
-Three 3-day workshops (Friday – Sunday)
Please note: Clinical Obligations (i.e. Personal therapy; supervision; clinical
placement) and independent study take place outside workshops

MSc Integrative
Psychotherapy
Part time

This Programme is studied over a four-year period on a modular basis
with workshops taking place every four to six weeks.
• Years 1 (preparatory stage), 2 & 3 comprise 24 training days in
total per academic year
Comprising eight workshops: three 3-day (Friday – Sunday)

(UKCP accredited)
© SPTI Ltd. (2022)
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•
(Years 2,3 & 4 Validated by
Staffordshire University)

Year 4 comprises 15 training days:
-Six single study days (Wednesday)
-Three 3-day workshops (Friday – Sunday)

Please note: Clinical Obligations (i.e. Personal therapy; supervision; clinical
placement) and independent study take place outside workshops

SPTI Diploma in Clinical
Supervision (SPTI
Certificate)

One year consisting of 15 days:
Five x 3-day modules (Friday - Sunday)
Leads to UKCP registered Psychotherapist’s inclusion on the UKCP
Directory of Supervisors (for those who meet the UKCP criteria)

How do people fit modules in with work?
Our courses are designed to enable students to undertake essential clinical placements alongside their
training and so also enable students to manage the training alongside current occupations. The structure
of the modules is such that most of the training days take place at weekends.
Some employers allow time off to attend the course, especially if they consider it as personal or career
development.
What is the weekly commitment needed to keep up with studies?
The training courses at SPTI are largely based on self-directed learning. For example, those within the
Undergraduate and Postgraduate programmes are required to attend weekly personal therapy, regular
supervision and clinical placement (from year two); these aspects need to be balanced with the academic
workload and other aspects such as paid employment and family/social life. Reading plus writing of
assignments will vary according to your individual learning styles and experience of academic work, but
you should allow approximately 1 day per week. Assessment and evaluation is continual.
When do the courses start?
Our courses usually start in the autumn term of each academic year. First year groups generally
commence training late September and October. Each course has set training days which are confirmed
upon enrolment for the first year and for subsequent years in ample time for preparation for the next
academic year.
Are the courses well regarded? Who recognises them?
SPTI has an excellent reputation for counselling, psychotherapy and supervision training. Our
Postgraduate and Undergraduate programmes have been university validated since their inception in
1995 and 2009 respectively and are validated by Staffordshire University. Our Postgraduate programmes
lead to professional registration with UKCP and graduates may also apply for accreditation with BACP.
Our BSc programme is an accredited BACP course and graduates can go forward to accredit with this
professional body. These are very important factors in supporting our graduates to obtain work in the
field.
What are the UKCP and BACP? Why do you have links with these organisations?
UKCP - United Kingdom Council for Psychotherapy
BACP - British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
They are among the professional bodies that regulate psychotherapists and counsellors in the UK. They
set the standards for training, professional development and ethical conduct.
The BSc (Hons) Counselling & Psychotherapy is BACP accredited. As a student you may
become a member of the BACP and once training and relevant clinical experience is
complete you may apply to become accredited by the BACP. Accreditation takes training,
clinical practice and supervision hours into consideration (450 client hours and 1½ hours supervision per
month minimum). Your supervisor may be able to assist you with this application once the course is
complete. Please note that the BACP accreditation scheme requires all applicants to have completed 150
of the 450 clinical after their course has been completed.
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Successful completion of our MSc programmes leads to UKCP registration. UKCP
registration comes after an Organisational Member (of which SPTI is one) puts an
individual forward for registration. You are then listed on the National Register of
Psychotherapists. In addition, you may decide to apply to BACP for accreditation.
This, together with information about our other courses, is summarised in the table below:
Course

University
validated
No

Association, accreditation and
registration
Skills & Education Group (Level 2)

No

SPTI Certificate

BSc (Hons) Counselling &
Psychotherapy

Yes

MSc Person-Centred & Experiential
Psychotherapy
MSc Integrative Psychotherapy

Yes #

Diploma in Clinical Supervision

No

BACP accredited course leading to BACP
individual accreditation. Validated by
Staffordshire University (Level 4 to L6)
UKCP registration through SPTI. Validated
by Staffordshire University (Level 7)
UKCP registration through SPTI. Validated
by Staffordshire University (Level 7)
SPTI Certificate. Inclusion on UKCP
Directory of Supervisors (where applicable)

Level 2 Award in Counselling
Concepts (30 hour course)
Foundation Access Course

Yes #

#

Please note - In order to meet UKCP training requirements and ensure the consolidation and integration of
theoretical knowledge and clinical experience, the programme is 4 years in length. This includes a preparatory year
where students are registered with SPTI only and three subsequent years where students are enrolled with SPTI
and registered with Staffordshire University.

How big is each training group?
Training group sizes usually vary between 12 and 18 people.
What sort of people might I meet on the courses?
People from many walks of life find themselves at SPTI. All have a belief that counselling and
psychotherapy are powerful means of improving the lives of individuals and society and make a major
contribution to modern life.
How am I selected for the courses?
Selection will be by application form, references and personal interview.
•

The application form requests relevant information about education, professional training, work
experience and voluntary activity. It also includes a requirement to sign a personal statement
regarding any previous criminal convictions.

•

Two references are required.

•

For applicants selected for interview, the interview will be with the relevant Programme Leader and
is likely to be for a minimum of 30 minutes’ duration.

•

Applicants who do not meet the ideal academic requirements may be asked to complete a short
essay in order to demonstrate their capacity to study at the relevant academic level, in addition to
providing details of other qualifications.

•

The nature of psychotherapy training is primarily relational and as such it is important for applicants
to disclose any pre-existing relationships with SPTI staff and/or members (and other applicants
where known) at the point of application. This provides the opportunity to address potential
implications for this at the interview stage thereby ensuring professional standards in relation to
dual relationships, which our Professional Bodies recommend be avoided particularly during
training. We aim to ensure that this does not provide an unnecessary barrier to recruitment, so
where there are pre-existing relationships with current students and/or training staff, adjustments
may be suggested. These could include an alternative entry point or, in some cases, an alternative
programme of study.
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•

All offers made at Undergraduate or Postgraduate level are subject to satisfactory criminal record
check via the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). In the absence of up-to-date information (i.e.
evidence of inclusion on the DBS Update Service with a valid DBS certificate), SPTI will require
students to apply for a DBS certificate either before or during the first week of training.

SPTI is not a UK Home Office registered Sponsor with approval to admit overseas students. SPTI can only consider applications
from applicants who satisfy HOME fee residential status criteria.

What are the entry requirements for the BSc (Hons) programme?
Standard information for the entry requirements can be found on our website.
Applications will be considered from those who may not have the necessary academic qualifications but
who have sufficient life experience to support their application and can demonstrate the ability to study at
this academic level. Such applications will be considered on an individual basis.
Applicants who wish to be considered for Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) for the BSc Programme
into the second year only, must be at the same academic level in the same modality and be able to meet
all of the academic (learning objectives) and clinical requirements of the first year of the BSc (Hons)
programme. Please refer to our separate APL Information for the application form and costs.
What are the entry requirements for your MSc Postgraduate programmes?
Standard information for the entry requirements can be found on our website.
If you do not have an undergraduate qualification (or equivalent) but satisfy criteria relating to ‘relevant
work and/or life experience’, you may be asked to undertake an independent assessment via the
completion of a piece of written work in order to demonstrate your capacity to study at postgraduate level.
If you are already a qualified counsellor or psychotherapist wishing to further your career by undertaking
additional study/research, you may be eligible to join either Year Two or Year Three of the Programme via
an Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) application process. In this instance, the length of training will be
determined by the point of entry.
Applicants are reminded that all offers are subject to a satisfactory check via the Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS).
Personal qualities, commitment and motivation are of utmost importance to our consideration of an
applicants’ suitability for our courses. As an applicant, you will be required to show a certain level of
personal awareness, an ability to empathise with others and to make positive relationships, with a
commitment to developing these during training. Openness to addressing issues of prejudice and
oppression of minority groups, including attitudes of one’s own that may be out of awareness, is an
expectation. These qualities will be assessed at interview.
How do I choose between the two MSc Postgraduate programmes?
Each of our Postgraduate programmes is informed by evidence indicating no single psychotherapy
approach is significantly more effective than any other; all have something to offer both practitioner &
client. As such, each of our Postgraduate programmes offer a broad basis from which to develop a
personal style grounded in a coherent psychotherapy model and ethical framework.
All approaches to therapy have explicit or implicit theories which attempt to explain human nature and
interaction and our experience indicates the ‘fit’ between the person and the core theoretical approach is
important when selecting & undertaking psychotherapy training contributing to student success.
What follows is a brief descriptor of each course; however, attendance at one of our Postgraduate
Information Days is a mandatory part of your application. This is in order to learn more about each of the
programmes and to gain support in exploring which of these is likely to be your ‘best fit’ In addition, you
will find more detailed information in the individual course booklets which can be downloaded from the
website.
MSc Person-Centred and Experiential Psychotherapy
Person-centred therapy can be seen as an umbrella term referring to the variety of well researched
approaches grounded in the theoretical views of human nature and interaction originally developed by
Carl Rogers and others, in the 1940’s and 1950’s; approaches such as classic client-centred therapy;
experiential process or experiential person-centred therapy; existentially informed person-centred therapy
© SPTI Ltd. (2022)
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and focusing-oriented therapy. Each of these places emphasis on the nature and importance of the
therapeutic relationship; the client is seen to be at the heart of the relationship with the therapist actively
facilitating, drawing upon their entire human qualities rather than only the skilled ‘doing’ of therapy. Those
joining the Person-Centred and Experiential programme can expect to actively engage with key elements
of each of these models in order to develop their unique style of therapeutic practice whilst holding at their
core a continuing critical examination of the impact of their ‘way of being’ in relationship. In addition, the
programme exposes students to new developments within the person-centred and experiential therapies
framework. There will be opportunities to explore person-centred expressive arts therapy, pre-therapy
and contact work, relational depth in person-centred therapy and counselling with a range of client groups
(including, although not restricted to, those experiencing depression, anxiety and panic, trauma, critical
incident or Post Traumatic Stress, loss and bereavement, alcohol and drug issues, eating problems, selfinjury, issues with gender and/or sexual identity). This will involve on-going critical reflection based within
the person-centred model of integration which invites the testing out of ideas and/or therapeutic technique
against the core concepts of person-centred philosophy and theory.
The basis of the above-mentioned models is primarily humanistic and those selecting to study within the
Person-Centred and Experiential programme are highly likely to share key values and beliefs from this
strand of psychology. The humanistic framework developed in reaction to the behavioural and analytic
emphasis of the time, incorporating and advancing aspects of these earlier traditions; emphasising ideas
such as:
•
•
•

A belief in the worth of persons and the dedication to the development of human potential
An understanding of life as a process and that change is inevitable
An appreciation of the creative, spiritual and intuitive

Ample opportunity will be given to consideration of ideas central to each of the main psychotherapy
traditions (for instance, Psychoanalytic, Cognitive-behavioural, Transpersonal and other Humanistic
models such as Gestalt and Transactional Analysis) as well as to contemporary views emerging with the
field; enabling critical contemplation in regard to compatibility and/or complementarity of theories and
practice to that of person-centred and experiential approaches.
MSc Integrative Psychotherapy
Integration at SPTI is a model of theoretical integration, which relies upon an overarching
Relational/Developmental philosophy as a structure for integration. The therapist’s role is to create a
context of safety, offering attunement, presence and, most importantly, themselves, in order to become a
transformational object in this developmental perspective. The relationship is considered to be of prime
importance, and the theory is accessed as a means of understanding the client, their experiences, ways
of relating, their phenomenology, and the processes occurring in the therapeutic relationship. This model
of integration takes into account views of human functioning which fit within Relational\Developmental
philosophy, including aspects of Psychodynamic theory, such as, Object Relations, Attachment theory,
Transactional Analysis and Gestalt Psychotherapy. Knowledge of Human Developmental Psychology
enables the therapist to have awareness of both healthy development and of when such development has
been hindered, and the subsequent consequences. The resulting process of psychotherapy can enable
aspects of the client’s self, which may have been defensively disowned, to be reintegrated. As a part of
this training, issues of trauma, early relational trauma and neuroscience are incorporated within the
programme. Integrative Psychotherapy views the therapist’s use of their integrated self as essential within
the relationship.
I’d like to learn more about Psychoanalytic theories; which programme might be of interest to me?
Students on the Integrative Programme will study aspects of Psychoanalytic theory in relation to object
relations and the relational nature of human beings. The development of psychological defences and
unconscious processes are explored in order to develop understanding and critique and the potential
application to practice. Research findings are also considered together with their influence upon
developing practice.
The person-centred and experiential programme considers theory and practice from this area in active
comparison with person-centred and experiential psychology to determine relevance for potential
integration. This would be explored both in terms of theoretical relevance (for instance, how might this
knowledge further develop or support my understanding of my Self, the client or the therapeutic
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relationship/process) and in regard to translation into practice (for example, is this consistent with and/or
complementary to the philosophical basis of my approach).
We recommend talking to the Programme Leaders of each of these courses for more details.
How is theory from Transactional Analysis represented in the training programmes?
Both the Integrative and Person-Centred courses incorporate elements from TA theory. The Integrative
programme views Transactional Analysis as an important theoretical construct which identifies the
differing aspects of a person and enables the development of understanding of the differing parts of self,
for both therapist and client. Aspects of this theory are taught and brought into clinical practice models.
Also, we suggest checking our Continuing Professional Development workshop schedule for introductory
courses in this subject.
How do the training programmes address creative approaches which incorporate different media
and harness creativity to bring about awareness and growth?
The Person-Centred programme incorporates creative media both within the learning environment and
when considering ways of working with clients. Work by Natalie Rogers and Liesl Silverstone, among
others within the expressive and creative therapies, is considered. This is likely to incorporate visual,
movement, sound, performance and symbolic methods such as narrative storytelling, two-chair work and
use of sand-tray work. Consideration of working with dreams within the person-centred framework is also
addressed. This programme also includes active consideration of experiential and focusing based models
underpinned by strands of humanistic psychology. Research findings are also addressed.
The Integrative programme offers an experiential framework which explores embodied phenomena, the
therapeutic use of self, and a range of creative therapeutic interventions. Various mediums are used
throughout training to enhance the teaching and learning process.
How much does it cost?
All fees can be found on the individual course pages of our website.
Fees – the tuition fee includes the deposit (where applicable). For degree programmes, the balance is due in
full before 20th September prior to commencement of the course.
Deposits – a non-refundable deposit is payable upon acceptance of a place on a course. This is
necessary to secure a place on the course and should be paid within 28 days of acceptance of a place
and prior to 20th September 2023.
Late applications – in case of applications after 20th September 2023, fees are due in full upon
acceptance of a place. If paying by instalments, the deposit plus the first instalment should be paid
immediately on acceptance.
Withdrawal - in case of withdrawal prior to 20th September 2023, the deposit will be lost. In case of
withdrawal on or after 20th September 2023, students will be liable for the full course fees for that year.
Withdrawal must be notified in writing.
Payment by Instalment - we offer an instalment scheme whereby BSc and MSc students may spread
the balance of payments over the year. Payments are made by ten equal instalments, preferably by
standing order, on 20th of each month from 20th September to 20th June. An administration charge of £90
will be added to the total cost for this option (not applicable to the award in Counselling Concepts – other
courses have individual instalment payment plans – please see each course for details)
Other associated costs:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Trainees undertaking BSc or MSc in counselling/psychotherapy need to be prepared to cover the cost
of weekly therapy, usually around £30 – £60 per hour.
From the second year onwards, trainees also need to be in regular supervision costing approximately
£40 – £65 per hour. Trainees in MSc/SPTI Diploma in Clinical Supervision need to be in Supervision
of Supervision (similar costs).
DBS costs – All MSc and BSc students upon acceptance of their place are required to undertake a
DBS check and register for the annual update service. Costs are £57* for the official DBS certificate
plus £13*pa for the annual DBS update service fee (*costs correct at the time of printing)
Professional Indemnity Insurance
Any placement related expenses
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Is it worth the money?
While our courses do involve a significant financial commitment, in addition to the high level of support
and input you will receive from our highly skilled and experienced teams of tutors, there are other reasons
to look on the money as an investment in you.
Both BSc and MSc courses offer both an academic qualification and professional accreditation. Therefore,
your earning capacity as a professional with an academic qualification and BACP accreditation or UKCP
registration will be greatly enhanced. In addition to setting up in private psychotherapy practice, a high
proportion of our graduates’ work in full or part-time employment in psychotherapy or related fields.
The “return on investment” that cannot be measured quite so easily is in terms of quality of life and job
satisfaction. Many of our graduates incorporate what they learn into their current jobs, expanding their job
specs, or work with clients for part of the week. The increased autonomy, flexibility and job satisfaction
associated with this style of working is greatly valued by those who experience it.
Then there is the experience of working directly with people in a helping capacity. As most people’s
working lives become increasingly focused on statistics and paperwork, what our graduates value
tremendously is the chance to work directly with real people in a real way. The privilege of being trusted
and allowed to guide someone in their life in a very personal way, to help them through difficult times and
to help them find capacities within themselves that allow them to live in a more fulfilling and enriching way
is beyond price. This, in the end, is the most compelling factor about being a counsellor or psychotherapist,
what motivates people to find the money, the time, the energy and to overcome the multitude of
challenges, both personal and professional, that inevitably present themselves as part of our training.
“The psychotherapy training at The Sherwood Psychotherapy Training Institute has significantly enriched
all areas of my life. Both my personal relationships and my professional work have been deeply affected.
It is hard to put a price on this.”
MSc Graduate
Are there options for obtaining any other financial help?
Student Loans for Undergraduate and Postgraduate Courses
via the Student Loans Company (SLC) / Student Finance England (SFE)
The following information is provided as general guidance. Please see the relevant .gov website for criteria
for eligibility: https://www.gov.uk/student-finance/who-qualifies
Undergraduate Student Loans (BSc) https://www.gov.uk/student-finance/fulltime-students
BSc students are able to access student support and apply for Full-Time Student Loans and Disabled
Student Allowance via the Student Loans Company (SLC). The full-time student loan portal will open in
the spring https://www.gov.uk/student-finance/fulltime-students
Tuition Fee Loans (TFL) (paid directly to SPTI to contribute towards tuition fees)
SPTI students can apply for a TFL of up to £6,000 towards their tuition fees for each year of their course.
This loan is non means tested. Please check your eligibility for this loan via this link:
https://www.gov.uk/student-finance/who-qualifies
Maintenance loans (ML) (paid directly to the student for general living costs)
Students can apply for a Maintenance Loan which contributes towards living costs. This is paid at the
beginning of each term and you can find out how much you may be eligible for by using the calculator at
the following link: https://www.gov.uk/student-finance-calculator/y
Postgraduate master’s student loans (MSc) https://www.gov.uk/masters-loan
MSc students (year 2 onwards) are able to access student support and apply for a Postgraduate Masters
Loan. However, Disabled Student Allowance is available for all 4 years of training via the Student Loans
Company (SLC). The preparatory (first) year is ineligible for postgraduate loans, therefore in all cases,
students need to self-finance this year of training.
© SPTI Ltd. (2022)
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FAQs about studying at SPTI
DSA (Disabled Student Allowance)
BSc & MSc only https://www.gov.uk/disabled-students-allowances-dsas/overview

Students on higher education courses are eligible to apply for Disabled Student Allowance (DSA) if they
have a disability or long-term health condition, mental health condition or specific learning difficulty such
as dyslexia. Funding depends on individual needs and not on income.
Secondment by Employer
Some employers in the public and private sectors may consider paying the fees for an employee to
undertake a course, if the employee can show that the course would be of benefit within the workplace.
They may also offer support with paid or unpaid leave in order to attend training workshops.
Self-Finance
Self-funding applicants often finance themselves by using their own funds, or through bank or other loans.
Whilst this can, of course be considered a risk (as finding employment as a counsellor after training cannot
be guaranteed), a high proportion of our graduates do find employment in counselling and psychotherapy
or related fields. Whilst the BSc is categorised as full-time, the attendance structure of both the BSc and
MSc is part-time, therefore training does also enable students to continue in employment whilst completing
training.
UKCP Bursary

UKCP usually offer a trainee bursary scheme aimed at assisting trainees with the costs. To be eligible,
applicants needed be a registered UKCP trainee member and not be receipt of any other bursaries. Details
of the 2023 scheme are made available around March. Interested students should check the UKCP
website and/or Facebook page for up to date details once they are students www.ukcp.org.uk
SPTI Bursary and Access Fund
This will offer bursaries, as a reduction in fees, to students in the following groups: a) students on low
incomes, b) students who identify as LGBTQ+ or people of colour in their first year of training, c) students
who have made financial provisions for the duration of training but whose circumstances change leaving
them in financial hardship and d) students with disabilities who are not eligible for DSA.
Other Bursaries
The Directory of Grant Making Trusts is a publication listing a wide range of bursaries available in the
United Kingdom for all types of qualifications. It is available at local libraries (usually only available as a
reference book) and a copy is available at SPTI (for reference only).
Is there accommodation nearby?
Yes, there are a variety of hotels and B&B’s in Nottingham. The list below is provided based on student
usage and is for information only. We advise our students to negotiate deals for frequent / block bookings
to obtain the best rates available.
Some hotels and guest houses close by are as follows:
St James Hotel
1 Rutland Street, off Standard Hill
Nottingham, NG1 6GQ
Tel 0115 941 1114

Britannia Nottingham Hotel
1 St James’s Street
Nottingham, NG1 6BN
Tel 0115 9884 000

https://www.bestwestern.co.uk/hotels/stjames-hotel-bw-premier-collection-84322

https://www.britanniahotels.com/hotels/the-britannia-nottingham-hotel

(Ask for the SPTI corporate rate)
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Ibis Nottingham Centre Hotel
16 Fletcher Gate
Nottingham, NG1 2FS
Tel 0115 985 3600

Premier Inn
Nottingham City Centre
7 Chapel Quarter, Maid Marion Way
Nottingham, NG1 7JS

https://all.accor.com/hotel/6160/index.en.sht
ml

https://www.premierinn.com/gb/en/hotels/england/nottinghamshire/nottingha
m/nottingham-city-centre-chapel-bar.html

Greenwood Lodge City Guest
House
5 Third Avenue, Sherwood Rise
Nottingham, NG7 6JH
Tel 0115 962 1206

Best Western Plus Nottingham City Centre
Wollaton Street
Nottingham,
NG1 5FW
Tel 0115 912 8000

https://www.lodgingworld.com/UK/greenwood-lodge-city-guesthouse-in-nottingham-102445

http://www.bwnottinghamcitycentre.co.uk/offers

Mama’s Inn Boutique Guest
House
124-126 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham, NG1 3HL
Tel 0115 779 9262

Igloo Backpackers Hostel
4-6 Eldon Chambers, Wheeler Gate, NG1 2NS
Tel 0115 948 3822
http://www.igloohostel.co.uk/

https://www.mamasinn.co.uk/

Travelodge Nottingham Central
New City House, Maid Marian Way
Nottingham, NG1 6AJ
Tel 08719 846280
https://www.travelodge.co.uk/hotels/290/Nott
ingham-Central-hotel

Do you provide childcare?
We do not currently provide crèche or nursery facilities. Please contact us if childcare is a barrier to your
application.
How do I find a therapist or supervisor?
Each course has a set of criteria relevant to the selection of a personal therapist and or supervisor. Please
ask the relevant Programme Leader for details prior to beginning your search. The UKCP and BACP
websites are a useful resource to support selection, as is the SPTI ‘Find a Therapist’ online web search.
•
•
•

http://spti.net/quality/
https://www.psychotherapy.org.uk/find-a-therapist/
https://www.bacp.co.uk/search/Therapists
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FAQs about studying at SPTI
Why is there so much therapy required?
It is a requirement that BSc & MSc trainees have personal therapy throughout training, which is congruent
in form, intensity and duration with what they plan to offer. This is regarded to be an essential part of the
learning process. It gives the trainee first-hand experience of what it means to be a client and also ensures,
as much as possible, that the practitioner does not bring their own difficulties or issues into the therapeutic
relationship. Therapy also offers emotional support during the process of training.
Do I have to find my own placement?
Yes, it is your responsibility to secure a suitable
placement. However, SPTI will actively support you in your
search. SPTI has a Placement Co-ordinator, who is
dedicated to supporting students in accessing potential
placements, liaising with students on placement and
developing and maintaining links with placement
providers. Each year, SPTI hosts it’s student placement
fair where our students are able to make valuable contacts
with placement providers as well as attending supporting
workshops on the day. This complements existing
placement related workshops within our training.
Placement opportunities are posted on our student
Moodle site. In addition, SPTI has student notice boards
which include opportunities for placements as well as an
online list of placement providers, including details of
placement organisations used by past and current
students.
What do people really get from studying at SPTI?
We have talked previously about the gains, especially in
terms of the job satisfaction through working with and
helping people in distress. One of the consistent points we
hear from our graduates is that the effects of having
trained here are life-long, both inside and outside the
work-place. Here, we want to talk about the unexpected gains. Students are often surprised at finding
these personal changes to be of equal or of even greater value to gaining the qualification.
Knowing yourself is a gift that intrigues many people, but few have the opportunity to follow their curiosity.
We can also come to know others on the course, creating a powerful bond, a friendship of depth and
intimacy previously unknown. We can become aware of ways in which we are stuck and frustrated in life,
leaving freedom and fulfilment in their place. We can come to understand why we do things in certain
ways and can find new and better ways. Existing relationships with our friends, work colleagues, family of
origin and current family, spouse and children, can also be greatly enhanced through this process and
unexpected and surprising ways.
What if I can’t complete the course?
All students are asked for a firm commitment to one year at a time. This is important for the stability of
groups and for Tutors and students themselves to feel a sense of commitment. This in turn contributes to
the level of “holding” that is very important for groups of this kind to operate at their maximum potential.
Students who leave or who take time out from the courses having successfully completed part of the
course may be eligible to receive an exit award either from SPTI or from the University. Students may be
able to take time out between years where this becomes necessary, returning to training at a later date to
complete within the maximum period of registration.
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FAQs about studying at SPTI
What is your pass rate on the programmes?
Our pass rates are
exceptional, largely due to
the quality of the trainers
we employ and also the
level of support we offer
our students. Each group
has a primary trainer, who
knows each student well,
and a range of other
trainers renowned in their
field. We aim to provide
the ideal combination of
stability and variety,
maximising the learning
experience.
Of those who go on to their final year of study, 80 - 90% go on to complete their dissertation and obtain
their academic award. While of course we are always seeking to improve these figures, we believe this
is an excellent success rate, and is due to the level of personal and professional support we are able to
provide for our students at each stage of their training. BSc information classification information (above) sourced from
Discover Uni

Postgraduate Research? I’m not sure...
That’s fine. Students are introduced gradually to research ideas and practice, as one of the course
modules alongside the other areas of theory and practice. In this as in all aspects of the course, there are
lots of opportunities to try things out and make mistakes! This support goes on throughout the training so
that students are well prepared to take on their research dissertation by year 4. During this final year they
are also given additional individual or small group tuition and supervision for their project.
Understanding the relevance of research is an essential part of any counselling and/or psychotherapy
training. At SPTI, we endeavour to make the research component both rigorous and fun. We look on
research as an extension of what we do naturally as therapists: we learn through reflecting on our
experience. We emphasise qualitative research in which we seek to understand people through asking
them in depth about their experience rather than attempting to understand human experience through
generating statistics. Research is taking our curiosity about people a further step in terms of the structure
of our questions and in writing up our conclusions.
The topic of research is chosen by the student, so this is an opportunity to follow your curiosity deeply into
an area that really interests you. We hope the end result will be a Master’s qualification for you personally,
and also a contribution to our knowledge about how best to help people to live rich and fulfilling lives free
from psychological difficulties.
What can I do to prepare prior to starting the courses?
Starting your own personal therapy is a good way of beginning the process, please contact Admissions
for guidance on how to select a therapist who meets the criteria required by your course.
Completion of a 30-hour introductory counselling skills course is a prerequisite for the BSc and a useful
preparation for many students.
Any reading of general psychotherapy and counselling books would be valuable. The relevant Programme
Leader would be able to advise you on specific texts relevant to the course, but the following may provide
a starting point:
BSc (Hons) Counselling & Psychotherapy
•
•

Paul, S and Charura, D. (2014) An Introduction to the Therapeutic Relationship in Counselling and
Psychotherapy. London: Sage Publications
Joyce, P and Sills, C. (2014) (3rd Ed) Skills in Gestalt Counselling and Psychotherapy. London: Sage
Publications
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•
•

•

Tolan, J, Cameron R (2016) Skills in Person-centred Counselling and Psychotherapy. London: Sage
Publications
Whitton, E. (2003) Humanistic Approach to Psychotherapy. London: Wiley-Blackwell

Cameron, R (2020) Working with Difference and Diversity in Counselling and Psychotherapy. London:
Sage Publications LTD

MSc Integrative Psychotherapy
•

Clarkson, P. (2003) The Therapeutic Relationship (2nd Edition). London: Wiley-Blackwell

•

Gomez, L. (1997) An Introduction to Object Relations. London: Free Association Books

•

Klein, J. (1987) Our Need for Others and Its Roots in Infancy. London: Routledge.

•

Lapworth, P., Sills, C., & Fish, S. (2001) Integration in Counselling and Psychotherapy: Developing a
Personal Approach. London: Sage

MSc Person-Centred & Experiential Psychotherapy
•

Cooper, M. et al. (eds.) (2013) The Handbook of Person-Centred Psychotherapy & Counselling. 2nd Ed.
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan.

•

Mearns, D. & THORNE, B. (2013) Person-Centred Counselling in Action. 4th Ed. London: Sage.

•

Sanders, P. (ed.) (2012) The Tribes of the Person-centred Nation: An Introduction to the Schools of Therapy
Associated to the Person-centred Approach. 2nd Ed. Ross-on-Wye: PCCS Books.

•

Worsley, R. (2007) The Integrative Counselling Primer: a concise, accessible and comprehensive
introduction to integrative counselling with a person-centred foundation. Ross-on-Wye: PCCS Books.

General Texts
•

Cooper, M. (2008) Essential Research Findings in Counselling and Psychotherapy: The Facts Are Friendly.
London: Sage.

•

Cooper, M. & McLeod, J. (2010) Pluralistic Counselling and Psychotherapy. London: Sage.

•

McLeod. J. (2013) An Introduction to Counselling. (5th Edition). Buckingham: OUP.

•

Clarkson P (2003) The Therapeutic Relationship (2nd Edition). London: Wiley-Blackwell

What are my job prospects after doing one of your training courses?
Many of our students successfully find fulfilling and rewarding work following their training with us. They
may go on to become counsellors or psychotherapists in private practice, they may be employed as
student counsellors, they may run work-based counselling services, they may work in schools and
increasing number of GP practices employ a counsellor at their surgery. Some join crisis intervention
teams, working alongside the police and prison services in certain areas. Others use the training to extend
their role in their previous occupation. Others use what they have learned about themselves and others to
improve their management skills in industry or the public sector. These days, almost all areas of life and
the workplace include a role for someone with counselling and deeper level psychotherapeutic skills.
Students on our courses begin their work by obtaining a placement at one of the numerous agencies
requiring counsellors/psychotherapists and some go on to obtain a paid position with the same agency
after or towards the end of their training.
Some people go on to do their counselling / psychotherapy work alongside their previous work. Some
continue in their previous profession, perhaps in a slightly different role, or with a different focus.
Graduate Employment
What do our graduates say:
“Training with SPTI enabled me to change my career. Their reputation as one of the main training organisations in
the UK helped me to get a job once I graduated and the fact that I had UKCP registration gave me a foot in the door.
The quality of the training I received meant that I could offer employers a level of self-reflective practice that they
were looking for."
MSc Graduate
"Besides undertaking a professional qualification, the most valuable thing I’ll take away when I graduate is the feeling
of having belonged to something very special for four years – can’t really put that into words".
MSc Graduate
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The following statistics are based on the last SPTI graduate employment survey for graduates completing
their BSc training between 2018 and 2019.
•
•
•

74% of graduates respondents are employed full or part time in either paid or voluntary roles
26% have continued with their studies, are employed alongside studying, or are
traveling/carers/retired
83% of respondents now hold highly skilled professional or associate professional occupations

SPTI is required to complete student data returns to the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA).
The information table on the following page is taken from our HESA Destination of Leavers from Higher
Education (DHLE) Survey of BSc graduates 2019, which is independently undertaken six months after
completion of their programme.
Please note that MSc graduate statistics are currently unavailable as DHLE data returns for these students
only commenced a short time ago. Once HESA releases the data, it will also be incorporated into the
overall SPTI information.
When are the 2023 Information events?
Our free* Information events are a key component of our enquiry and application process which our
prospective applicants find helpful and informative and we actively encourage all of our prospective
applicants to attend one of these events to support their decision making and application. They offer the
opportunity, to meet with key staff including Programme Leaders, Directors and support staff, to find out
more about the training programmes, our ethos and approach to training. Prior booking is essential – book
online at https://spti.net/quality/infoday/ (*a £15 booking deposit is required via bacs and/or online which
is then refunded upon attendance).
The MSc event is from 9.30am – 3.30pm

The BSc event is from 10am – 2.30pm

Postgraduate Level (MSc)
 Tue 31st Jan 23
 Tue 7th March 23
 Tue 25th Apr 23

Undergraduate Level (BSc)
 Thu 9th Feb 23
 Thu 16th Mar 23
 Thu 20th Apr 23

 Tue 6th June 23
 Tue 18th Jul 23

MSc Integrative Psychotherapy
MSc Person-Centred & Experiential Psychotherapy
SPTI Diploma in Clinical Supervision

 Thu 11th May 23
 Thu 15th Jun 23

T
u
e & Psychotherapy
BSc (Hons) Counselling
1 Course
SPTI Foundation Access
9
Level 2 Award in Counselling
Concepts
t

h
Note: We also hold separate information evenings specifically for our introductory
level Counselling
Concepts and Foundation Access courses – information including dates canJ be found on the website
https://www.spti.net/courses/cacc/ or https://www.spti.net/courses/cfac/ . Alternatively,
please enquiry to
u
admissions@spti.net
l
Whilst the content of “Frequently Asked Questions about study of the externally
2 sourced
information may be liable to change outside of our control.
2
We also endeavour to maintain the highest standards of teaching and practice and inh
order to continue to do so, sometimes we need to make changes with or without notice
u
that may cause variance to the enclosed information.
2
3
r
d
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